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Abstract Power and delay aware cloud service provisioning to mobile devices has
become a promising domain today. This paper proposes and implements a cooperative
offloading approach for indoor mobile cloud network. In the proposed work mobile
devices register under femtolet which is a home base station with computation and
data storage facilities. The resources of the mobile devices are collaborated in such a
way that different mobile devices can execute different types of computations based
on cooperative federation. The proposed offloading scheme is referred as cooperative
code offloading in femtolet-based fog network. If none of the mobile device can
execute the requested computation, then femtolet executes the computation. Use of
femtolet provides the mobile devices voice call service as well as cloud service access.
Femtolet is used as the fog device in our approach. The proposed model is simulated
using Qualnet version 7. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme
minimizes the energy by 15% and average delay up to 12% approximately than the
existing scheme. Hence, the proposed model is referred as a low power offloading
approach.
Keywords Fog computing · Cooperative offloading · Femtolet · Power consumption ·
Delay
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1 Introduction
In the area of advanced wireless network, energy efficiency and reduced delay are the
foremost issues for the mobile users. Femtolet is a low power mobile network device
for offloading computational task by mobile users at low delay [1]. Combination of
femtocell [2] and cloudlet [3] are symbolized as femtolet. Femtocell is small cell home
base station with coverage of 10–20 m. Under the coverage of a macrocell or a microcell, femtocells are allocated. It is used to fulfill the purpose of achieving good signal
strength at indoor region with low power consumption. Smart phone incorporates some
technical hitches like insufficient storage, limited battery life, inadequate processing
power, etc. To meet the users’ needs, mobile cloud computing (MCC) has come into
the scenario [4]. MCC offers various types of cloud applications and services. But
offloading to long-distance cloud server increases delay and energy consumption [5–
10]. To achieve high speed offloading cloudlet is introduced in the network [5–8]. A
cloudlet is a computer or collection of computers providing high-bandwidth access
to cloud services [3]. Femtolet gives the femtocell like services as well as a cloud
paradigm at low delay and reduced energy.
For real-time applications like healthcare services delay is a vital parameter. Most
of tasks in such an emergency application have hard deadline. Delegating such tasks
to remote cloud server increases the delay which in turn fails to meet the deadline.
Hence, the quality of service (QoS) degrades. If the deadline is missed, the user is not
satisfied with the service. Accordingly, the quality of user experience is affected. To
overcome such difficulties, fog computing comes where offloading takes place inside
the intermediate devices between the requesting device and remote cloud server. The
intermediate device can be mobile device, cloudlet, etc., which is able to execute
the task. Fog computing is a decentralized computing architecture where application
services and computing resources are scattered at any point beside the range from the
data source to the cloud [11–13]. The main aim of fog computing is to maximize the
efficiency in terms of time and energy, and to minimize the amount of data that requires
to be offloaded to the cloud for analysis, processing and storage. Cloud service access
needs high bandwidth for transporting the data. Fog computing solves the issue by
keeping the data closer than that of a cloud server. Fog computing is an alternative
way to cloud computing. It helps to reduce the energy consumption at the time of data
offload. Fog computing makes the strategy more energy efficient.
1.1 Motivations and contributions
In this work, we have used femtolet and fog computing to reduce the power consumption and delay in offloading. The motivations for our work are:
1. There may be a case where a number of mobile devices register under a home base
station and are closely located to each other. Each of the devices has limited ability
of computation. Our aim is to utilize their computation ability through a paradigm
where these devices will contribute their resources such that each of them is able
to execute a specific type of computation like numerical function, game, image
processing, etc. In that case these devices will work as edge devices and offload
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between each other through cooperative federation for utilizing their resources and
reducing communication delay.
2. The mobile devices communicate with the cloudlet or the remote cloud server via
an access point or a cellular base station. Hence, the mobile device has to offload
its data or computation via the cellular base station or the access point. If the
base station itself has the potential of executing computation intensive task and
storing large volume of data, then the communication delay can be reduced. In
our previous work for this purpose we have proposed femtolet which is an indoor
base station providing data and computation offloading facility. Our aim is to use
femtolet as a fog device. The mobile devices will offload their computations to the
femtolet if the edge devices are unable to execute the requested computation for
reducing communication delay.
In the proposed work under the coverage of a femtolet, code offloading takes place in
a fog computing environment. Figure 1 shows the fog computing environment, where
every device is able to take part in computational offloading. The mobile devices
combine their resources to offload different types of computations. Each device can
execute a particular type of application. The IDs of mobile devices along with the
respective executable application types are stored in a table. This table is maintained by
each mobile device. If a mobile device has to offload any computation, a nearby mobile
device which is able to execute that type of application is selected and the required
computation is executed inside that mobile device. Here offloading happens between
two mobile devices registered under the same femtolet. The mobile device which
performs the computation is referred as the edge device. If none of the edge device
can offload it, then the femtolet serves as a fog device and executes the computation.
Use of femtolet provides the mobile devices voice call service as well as internet
access. The fog device femtolet is connected with the remote cloud server.
The key contributions of this paper are:
1. A cooperative offloading method is proposed based on femtolet and fog computing,
where offloading occurs from one mobile device to an edge or fog device in an
indoor region. The proposed strategy is referred as cooperative code offloading in
femtolet-based fog network (C2OF2N).
2. In C2OF2N mobile devices register under a femtolet and collaborate by contributing their resources in such a way that each of them is able to execute specific type of
application. These mobile devices work as edge devices and offload between each
other through cooperative federation. The femtolet serves as fog device where the
mobile devices offload their computations if edge devices are unable to execute
the requested code.
3. The power consumption and delay in C2OF2N are determined and compared with
existing offloading schemes.
4. The simulation results show that using C2OF2N delay and energy consumption
are reduced than the existing scheme.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The related work is discussed in Sect. 2,
and our proposed approach C2OF2N is presented in Sect. 3. The power consumption
and delay in C2OF2N are discussed in Sect. 4, analyses of the performance of C2OF2N
in Sect. 5, and finally we conclude our paper in Sect. 6.
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Fig. 1 Fog network formation using edge devices, fog device and remote cloud server

2 Related work
Computationally, mobile devices are confined with respect to large scale servers based
on their battery life and storage capacity [14]. Cloud computing becomes essential in
the field of energy-efficient mobile communication [15] because computational part is
done in the remote cloud servers by offloading the applications from the mobile devices
to the cloud servers [16]. A model for resource scheduling has been proposed for cloud
environment to improve the QoS in [17]. To handle resource intensive mobile applications in an energy-efficient manner mobile cloud computing becomes popular [18].
Offloading of elastic mobile applications is a vital phenomenon. For runtime profiling
and partitioning of such applications an approach has been proposed in [19]. Most
of the researches are carried out on virtualized application offloading. A native code
offloading-based multimedia framework is illustrated in [20]. Context-aware computation offloading is discussed in [21]. It is an on-demand context-aware offloading
strategy which dynamically selects the resources to offload. For minimizing delay of
long-distance cloud access, cloudlet has come into the scenario [3]. Cloudlet provides
data offloading and task delegation facility to the mobile devices connected with it [5].
For offloading at low energy, a dynamic offloading scheme for multi-cloudlet environment is discussed in [6]. To find the optimum cloudlet in multi-cloudlet environment,
a method is proposed in our previous work [7]. In this method a proxy server takes
the decision of offloading to a particular cloudlet at minimum power consumption
and latency. Application aware offloading is discussed in [8]. In that work various
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cloudlets are enabled to offload different types of applications. Sometimes nearby
mobile devices are also able to execute some task. In that case use of cloudlet or cloud
server causes delay. For such a case, energy-efficient cooperative offloading model
(E2COM) is discussed in [9]. Here, the mobile devices communicate with the remote
cloud server through different access points; a mobile device under an access point
delegates its task to another mobile device belonging under the coverage of another
access point to avoid the delay of communication with remote cloud server. But if the
requested device fails, then cloud server is used.
Now when a mobile device communicates it has to register under a base station.
For indoor region mobile devices are registered under the home base station femtocell.
When a mobile device offloads to a cloudlet, it has to communicate via the femtocell.
Thus, communication delay is involved between femtocell and cloudlet. To overcome
this problem femtolet has been proposed in [1]. Femtolet provides low latency and
low power cloud service access with communication facility.
For providing high speed and energy-efficient cloud service to the mobile devices
fog computing is introduced [11–13]. In a fog computing environment instead of
accessing a remote cloud server nearby devices are used for data and computation
offloading. Fog computing is mainly popular in the domain of Internet of things (IoT).
In fog computing sensors and actuators are used to sense the object status, and the
computation and data processing take place inside the devices between the end points
and cloud server. When the computation takes place inside a mobile edge device, it is
called mobile edge computing [22,23]. It is a promising area of research to fulfill the
increasing computational requirements from smart phones. Rigorous applications are
offloaded to the edge devices to increase the QoS. In [24] an energy-efficient mobile
edge computing system with energy harvesting devices is investigated for offloading
purposes. Another multiuser computational scheme is discussed in [25] for mobile
edge computing. Here, multi-channel cellular interference paradigm has considered.
A game theoretical approach has chosen in [25] for offloading applications based on
mobile edge computing.
In our present work we have proposed a femtolet-based fog network where mobile
devices register under a femtolet and work as edge devices to offload code between
themselves through cooperative offloading. The femtolet works as fog device in the
present work.

3 Cooperative code offloading in femtolet-based fog network
The cooperative code offloading in femtolet-based fog network, i.e., C2OF2N, is
proposed in this section. The proposed method is based on femtolet and fog computing
as follows:
• Femtolet is a home base station which possesses storage and has the ability of
computation. Femtolet provides data and code offloading service to the mobile
devices registered under it. In C2OF2N femtolet works as the fog device.
• In C2OF2N mobile devices register under a particular femtolet and collaborates
their resources in such a way that each mobile device can execute a particular type
of application. Here, a mobile device can offload a code related to an application to
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another mobile device based on the type of application to be offloaded. The mobile
device executing the code is referred as edge device. Hence in the proposed strategy,
the mobile devices form a cooperative network under the femtolet. These mobile
devices are edge devices of the network. These edge devices offload their codes
between themselves based on cooperative federation.
• In C2OF2N different mobile devices are able to execute different types of applications. As the mobile devices form a cooperative network, one mobile device
offloads code to another mobile device based on cooperative federation. For example, one mobile device is able to execute codes of game-related application and
another mobile device is able to execute codes of numerical operation. When the
first one has to execute code of numerical operations, it will request the second
one. Similarly when the second one has to execute code of a game, it will request
the first one. Thus, cooperation takes place.
The considerations in the proposed method are as follows:
• Mobile devices register under a femtolet which is the fog device. Femtolet is
connected with the remote cloud server.
• Mobile devices registered under the same femtolet form a group and collaborates
their resources. Here, each device has the ability to execute a particular type of
application.
• Let there are N mobile devices {M 1 , M2 , . . . , M N } registered under a femtolet.
These N devices form a group by collaborating their resources.
• Let the set of executable applications by the mobile devices is A = {A1 , A2 , . . . ,
A N } where Ai is executable by the mobile device Mi .
• Let each application (Ai ) has a set of codes denoted as Ai = {C 1 , C2 , . . . , Ck },
where k is the number of codes for application Ai .
• When a mobile device Mi needs to offload a code of an application, it selects
another mobile device from rest of the N −1 mobile devices based on the application type. The selected mobile device is the edge device with respect to the
requesting mobile device. Then, cooperation is formed between the requesting
mobile device and the edge device.
The ID of each mobile device belonging to the group along with the executable type
of application is stored inside a table referred as Device Information Table (DIT) as
shown in Table 1. DIT is maintained by each mobile device in the group and updated
at a fixed time interval T . The time interval for updating the DIT is neither very small
nor large. The time interval should be such that all mobile devices can update their
tables, and the method is scalable. Table 1 shows that different mobile devices are
able to execute different categories of applications based on the configuration of the
device, i.e., operating system (OS) and architecture, which considers the details of
RAM, HDD size and processor.
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Table 1 Format of DIT
Mobile device

Configuration

Executable application type

OS

Architecture

M1

Windows/Linux

RAM, HDD, Processor details

M2

Windows/Linux

RAM, HDD, Processor details

A2

…

…

…

…

A1

…

…

…

…

Mn

Windows/Linux

RAM, HDD, Processor details

An

The proposed code offloading algorithm is presented as follows:
Algorithm 1: Code offloading in femtolet based fog network

C2OF2N is pictorially presented in Fig. 2a where four mobile devices register under
a femtolet F. Mobile devices register under the femtolet using Home Node B Application Part (HNBAP) protocol. The connection protocol used between mobile devices
is IPV6. The mobile devices connect with the femtolet through Uu interface. This
interface connects Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network with user equipment.
The femtolet is connected with Home Node Base Station-Gateway (HNB-GW) via
Internet Security Gateway using Iuh interface. The HNB-GW connects to the core
network via Iucs/Iups interface. In Fig. 2a the interconnection between the devices
registered under the fog device femtolet F is shown along with the interfaces. These
devices M1 , M2 , M3 and M4 form a group. These devices are interconnected, and each
of the devices can offload code to another device in the group based on the application
type of the code to be executed. In Fig. 2b the code offloading process is shown.
In Fig. 2b three following cases are depicted:
Case 1 Code offloading to edge device A mobile device M1 has to offload a code of
an application. M1 checks DIT and finds that this application is executable by the edge
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Fig. 2 Proposed femtolet-based fog network for cooperative code offloading. a Interconnection between
mobile devices registered under a femtolet, b code offloading to edge device, fog device and cloud servers

device M2 . Hence, M1 requests M2 for executing that code. M2 executes the code and
returns the result to M1 . In this case offloading occurs from a mobile device to an edge
device.
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Fig. 3 Class and sequence diagram for case 1. a Class diagram, b sequence diagram

Case 2 Code offloading to fog device In this case, a mobile device (M3 ) has to offload
a code related to an application. M3 checks DIT and finds that this application does
not belong to the set of applications executable by other mobile devices. Hence, M3
sends the request to the fog device femtolet (F). The femtolet after execution returns
the result to M3 .
Case 3 Case 3: Code offloading to cloud server via fog device In this case, a mobile
device (M4 ) has to offload a code related to an application. M4 checks DIT and finds
that this application does not belong to the set of applications executable by other
mobile devices. Hence, M4 sends the request to the fog device femtolet. The femtolet
is also unable to execute that code. Thus, the femtolet forwards the request to the cloud
server. The cloud server after execution sends the result to the fog device femtolet,
which forwards the result to M4 .
3.1 Sequence diagram
3.1.1 Sequence diagram for code offloading to edge device
Figure 3 shows sequence diagram and class diagram for case 1, where a mobile device
offloads a code to another mobile device which serves as an edge device.
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Fig. 4 Class and sequence diagram for case 2. a Class diagram, b sequence diagram

In case 1, the classes are mobile device and edge device. In case 1, the mobile
device accesses the DIT and based on the application type selects the edge device.
The mobile device sends request to that edge device for offloading the code. The edge
device executes the code and returns the result to the mobile device.
3.1.2 Sequence diagram for code offloading to fog device
Figure 4 shows sequence diagram and class diagram for case 2, where a mobile device
offloads a code to the fog device femtolet.
In case 2, the mobile device accesses the DIT. None of the edge device can execute
the requested type of application. So the mobile device sends request to the fog device.
The fog device executes the code and returns the result to the mobile device.
3.1.3 Sequence diagram for code offloading to cloud server via fog device
Figure 5 shows sequence diagram and class diagram for case 3, where a mobile device
offloads a code to the cloud server via the fog device. In case 3, the mobile device
accesses the DIT and finds that none of the edge device can execute the requested type
of application. So the mobile device sends request to the fog device femtolet. The fog
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Fig. 5 Class and sequence diagram for case 3. a Class diagram, b sequence diagram

device also cannot execute that application. Hence, the fog device forwards request to
the cloud server, which executes the code and returns the result to the fog device. The
fog device then forwards the result to the requesting mobile device.
3.2 Application program offloading in femtolet-based fog network
In Sect. 3.1 we have discussed on the scenarios where a mobile device requests an edge
device or a fog device to offload a code of an application. In this section we will discuss
the full and partial offloading of application program in femtolet-based fog network.
An application program is composed of a set of codes. It may occur that a mobile device
or an edge device cannot be able to execute all the codes of an application program
due to its resource limitation or low battery during that time. It may also possible that
the fog device is unable to execute all the codes of an application program, but able
to execute some of the codes. In these cases partial application offloading will occur,
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where the application program will be segmented into two parts; each part will contain
a subset of codes.
If one segment is executed by the mobile device and other segment by the fog
device, then partial offloading to fog device occurs. If one segment is executed by the
edge device and other segment by the fog device, then partial offloading to both the
edge and fog devices occurs. If one segment is executed by the fog device and other
segment by the cloud server, then partial offloading to both the fog device and cloud
server occurs. The application program offloading algorithm is proposed as follows:
Algorithm 2: Application Program Offloading in Femtolet Based Fog Network

From algorithm 2 it is observed that the application program fully executed by the
edge device or fog device or the remote cloud server. If a set of codes is executed by
the mobile device locally and rest of the codes are executed by the fog device, then it
is a case of partial offloading to fog device. If a set of codes is executed by the edge
device and rest of the codes are executed by the fog device, then this is a case of partial
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offloading to edge device as well as fog device. If a set of codes is executed by the
fog device and rest of the codes are executed by the cloud server, then this is a case of
partial offloading to fog device as well as cloud server. The different types of partial
offloading scenarios of application program are illustrated in algorithm 2.

4 Power consumption and delay
4.1 Parameters used
The parameters used in calculating delay and power are presented in Table 2.
4.2 Delay
At first the delay in offloading a single code is calculated, and then the delay in
application program offloading is determined.
4.2.1 Delay in offloading a code to edge device
If a mobile device offloads a code Ck to an edge device, the total delay for communication in uplink and downlink is given by,
L case1_comk = (Dauk1 /Du ) + (Dadk1 /Dd )

(1)

In case 1, the propagation delay for offloading a code Ck is given by,
L case1_ pr ok = Dme /S pr o

(2)

In case 1, the delay for executing a code Ck inside an edge device is given by,
L case1_cmpk = Ik /Se

(3)

Hence, the total delay for offloading a code Ck from a mobile device to an edge device
is given as,
L case1k = L case1_comk + L case1_ pr ok + L case1_cmpk + Ta1

(4)

4.2.2 Delay in offloading a code to fog device
If a mobile device offloads a code Ck to the fog device, the total delay for communication in uplink and downlink is given by,
L case2_comk = (Dauk2 /Du ) + (Dadk2 /Dd )
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Table 2 Parameters used for delay and power calculation in C2OF2N
Parameter

Definition

Pmi

Power consumption by a mobile device per unit time
when offloading occurs

Pts

Power consumption by a mobile device per unit time
while sending data

Ptr

Power consumption by a mobile device per unit time
while receiving data

Sm

Speed of the mobile device

Se

Speed of the executing edge device

S pr o

Propagation speed

Sf

Speed of fog device femtolet

Scl

Speed of cloud server

Dme

Distance between the requesting mobile device and the
executing edge device

Dm f

Distance between the requesting mobile device and the
fog device

D f cl

Distance between the fog device and the cloud server

Du

Uplink data transmission rate

Dd

Downlink data transmission rate

Dauk1

Data amount transmitted in uplink for offloading a code
Ck to edge device

Dadk1

Data amount transmitted in downlink for offloading a
code Ck to edge device

Dauk2

Data amount transmitted in uplink for offloading a code
Ck to fog device

Dadk2

Data amount transmitted in downlink for offloading a
code Ck to fog device

Dauk3

Data amount transmitted in uplink for offloading a code
Ck to cloud server via fog device

Dadk3

Data amount transmitted in downlink for offloading a
code Ck to cloud server via fog device

Ik

Number of instructions to be executed for the code Ck

Ta1

DIT access time if offloading occurs to edge device

Ta2

DIT access time if none of the edge device can execute
the code

Pa

Power consumption of the mobile device per unit time
during DIT access

In case 2, the propagation delay for offloading a code Ck to the fog device is given by,
L case2_ pr ok = Dm f /S pr o

(6)

In case 2, the delay for executing a code Ck inside the fog device is given by,
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L case2_cmpk = Ik /S f

(7)

Hence, the total delay for offloading a code Ck from a mobile device to the fog device
is given as,
L case2k = L case2_comk + L case2_ pr ok + L case2_cmpk + Ta2

(8)

4.2.3 Delay in offloading a code to cloud server via fog device
If a mobile device offloads a code Ck to the cloud server via the fog device, the total
delay for communication in uplink and downlink is given by,
L case3_comk = (Dauk3 /Du ) + (Dadk3 /Dd )

(9)

In case 3, the delay for propagation for offloading a code Ck to the cloud server via
the fog device is given by,
L case3_ pr ok = (Dm f /S pr o ) + (D f cl /S pr o )

(10)

In case 3, the delay for executing a code Ck inside the cloud server is given by,
L case3_cmpk = Ik /Scl

(11)

Hence, the total delay for offloading a code Ck from a mobile device to the cloud
server via the fog device is given as,
L case3k = L case3_comk + L case3_ pr ok + L case3_cmpk + Ta2

(12)

4.2.4 Delay in offloading a full application program
In case full offloading of an application program, all the codes belonging to that
application are executed inside either the edge device or fog device or remote cloud
server.
In case of offloading all the codes to an edge device, the delay is given by,
L edge =



L case1_comk +

Ck



L case1_ pr ok +

Ck



L case1_cmpk + Ta1

(13)

Ck

In case of offloading all the codes to the fog device, the delay is given by,
L f og =


Ck
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Ck
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In case of offloading all the codes to the cloud server via the fog device, the delay is
given by,
L cloud =



L case3_comk +

Ck


Ck

L case3_ pr ok +



L case3_cmpk + Ta2

(15)

Ck

Let the number of requests arrived for offloading a full application to the edge device,
fog device and cloud server are r1 , r2 and r3 , respectively. Then, the delay in the
proposed strategy considering all the requests is given as,
L o f f load_app =

r1
r2
r3
· L edge +
· L f og +
· L cloud
r
r
r

(16)

where r is the total number of requests given by (r1 + r2 + r3 ).
4.2.5 Delay in offloading partially an application program
In partial offloading of an application program the following cases are possible:
Scenario 1 Some codes are executed inside the mobile device locally, and rest of the
codes of that application program are executed inside the fog device.
Scenario 2 Some codes are executed inside the edge device, and rest of the codes of
that application program are executed inside the fog device.
Scenario 3 Some codes are executed inside the fog device, and rest of the codes of
that application program are executed inside the cloud server.
Delay in scenario 1
If a set of code Cmob execute locally inside the mobile device and another set of code
C f og execute inside the fog device, the delay is given by,


L par t Scenario1 = Ck ∈Cmob (Ik /Sm ) + Ck ∈C f og L case2_comk


+ Ck ∈C f og L case2_ pr ok + Ck ∈C f og L case2_cmpk + Ta

(17)

where Ta is the DIT access time if the mobile device itself can execute some of the
codes of the application program.
Delay in scenario 2
If a set of code Cedge execute inside the edge device and another set of code C f og
execute inside the fog device, the delay is given by,

L par t Scenario2 = Ck ∈Cedge L case1_comk


+ Ck ∈Cedge L case1_ pr ok + Ck ∈Cedge L case1_cmpk

+ Ck ∈C f og [(Dauke f /Du ) + (Dadke f /Dd )]


+ Ck ∈C f og (De f /S pr o ) + Ck ∈C f og (Ik /S f ) + Ta1

(18)
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where Dauke f , Dadke f are the amount of data transmission between edge and fog
device in uplink and downlink, respectively, and De f is the distance between the edge
and fog device.
Delay in scenario 3
If a set of code C f og execute inside the fog device and another set of code Ccloud
execute inside the cloud server, the delay is given by,


L par t Scenario3 = Ck ∈C f og L case2_comk + Ck ∈Ccloud L case3_comk

+ Ck ∈C f og L case2_ pr ok

(19)
+ Ck ∈Ccloud L case3_ pr ok


+ Ck ∈C f og L case2_cmpk + Ck ∈Ccloud L case3_cmpk + Ta2
If the number of requests arrived for offloading in scenario 1, 2 and 3 is rs1 , rs2 and
rs3 , respectively, the delay is given as,
L o f f load_ par tapp =

rs1
rs2
· L par t Scenario1 +
· L par t Scenario2
rs
rs
rs3
+
· L par t Scenario3
rs

(20)

where rs is the total number of requests given by (rs1 + rs2 + rs3 ).
4.3 Power consumption
At first the power consumption in offloading a single code is calculated, and then the
power consumption in application program offloading is determined.
4.3.1 Power consumption in offloading a code to edge device
If a mobile device offloads a code Ck to an edge device, the total power consumed
during communication in uplink and downlink is given by,
Pcase1_comk = Pts · (Dauk1 /Du ) + Ptr · (Dadk1 /Dd )

(21)

In case 1, the power consumed during propagation while offloading a code Ck is given
by,
Pcase1_ pr ok = Pmi · (Dme /S pr o )

(22)

In case 1, the power consumed while executing a code Ck inside an edge device is
given by,
Pcase1_cmpk = Pmi · (Ik /Se )
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Hence, the total power consumed for offloading a code Ck from a mobile device to an
edge device is given as,
Pcase1k = Pcase1_comk + Pcase1_ pr ok + Pcase1_cmpk + Pa · Ta1

(24)

4.3.2 Power consumption in offloading a code to fog device
If a mobile device offloads a code Ck to the fog device, the total power consumed
during communication in uplink and downlink is given by,
Pcase2_comk = Pts · (Dauk2 /Du ) + Ptr · (Dadk2 /Dd )

(25)

In case 2, the power consumed during propagation while offloading a code Ck to the
fog device is given by,
Pcase2_ pr ok = Pmi · (Dm f /S pr o )

(26)

In case 2, the power consumed while executing a code Ck inside the fog device is
given by,
Pcase2_cmpk = Pmi · (Ik /S f )

(27)

Hence, the total power consumed for offloading a code Ck from a mobile device to
the fog device is given as,
Pcase2k = Pcase2_comk + Pcase2_ pr ok + Pcase2_cmpk + Pa · Ta2

(28)

4.3.3 Power consumption in offloading a code to cloud server via fog device
If a mobile device offloads a code Ck to the cloud server via the fog device, the total
power consumed during communication in uplink and downlink is given by,
Pcase3_comk = Pts · (Dauk3 /Du ) + Ptr · (Dadk3 /Dd )

(29)

In case 3, the power consumed during propagation for offloading a code Ck to the
cloud server via the fog device is given by,
Pcase3_ pr ok = Pmi · [(Dm f /S pr o ) + (D f cl /S pr o )]

(30)

In case 3, the power consumed while executing a code Ck inside the cloud server is
given by,
Pcase3_cmpk = Pmi · (Ik /Scl )

(31)
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Hence, the total power consumed for offloading a code Ck from a mobile device to
the cloud server via the fog device is given as,
Pcase3k = Pcase3_comk + Pcase3_ pr ok + Pcase3_cmpk + Pa · Ta2

(32)

4.3.4 Power consumption in offloading a full application program
In case full offloading of an application program, all the codes belonging to that
application are executed either inside the edge device or fog device or remote cloud
server.
In case of offloading all the codes to an edge device, the power consumption is
given by,
Pedge =





Pcase1_comk +

Ck



Pcase1_ pr ok +

Ck

Pcase1_cmpk + Pa · Ta1

(33)

Ck

In case of offloading all the codes to the fog device, the power consumption is given
by,
P f og =



Pcase2_comk +



Ck

Pcase2_ pr ok +



Ck

Pcase2_cmpk + Pa · Ta2

(34)

Ck

In case of offloading all the codes to the cloud server via the fog device, the power
consumption is given by,
Pcloud =



Pcase3_comk +

Ck


Ck

Pcase3_ pr ok +



Pcase3_cmpk + Pa · Ta2 (35)

Ck

Let the number of requests arrived for offloading a full application to edge device, fog
device and cloud server are r1 , r2 and r3 , respectively. Then, the power consumption
in the proposed strategy considering all the requests is given as,
Po f f load_app =

r1
r2
r3
· Pedge +
· P f og +
· Pcloud
r
r
r

(36)

where r is the total number of requests given by (r1 + r2 + r3 ).
4.3.5 Power consumption in offloading partially an application program
In partial offloading of an application program the following cases are possible as we
have considered in calculating delay:
Scenario 1 Some codes are executed inside the mobile device locally, and rest of the
codes of that application program are executed inside the fog device.
Scenario 2 Some codes are executed inside the edge device, and rest of the codes of
that application program are executed inside the fog device.
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Scenario 3 Some codes are executed inside the fog device, and rest of the codes of
that application program are executed inside the cloud server.
Power consumption in scenario 1
If a set of code Cmob execute locally inside the mobile device and another set of code
C f og execute inside the fog device, the power consumption is given by,


Ppar t Scenario1 = Ck ∈Cmob Pmi · (Ik /Sm ) + Ck ∈C f og Pcase2_comk


+ Ck ∈C f og Pcase2_ pr ok + Ck ∈C f og Pcase2_cmpk + Pa · Ta

(37)

where Ta is the DIT access time if the mobile device itself can execute some of the
codes of the application program.
Power consumption in scenario 2
If a set of code Cedge execute inside the edge device and another set of code C f og
execute inside the fog device, the power consumption is given by,

Ppar t Scenario2 = Ck ∈Cedge Pcase1_comk


+ Ck ∈Cedge Pcase1_ pr ok + Ck ∈Cedge Pcase1_cmpk

(38)
+ Ck ∈C f og [Pts · (Dauke f /Du ) + Ptr · (Dadke f /Dd )]


+ Ck ∈C f og Pmi · (De f /S pr o ) + Ck ∈C f og Pmi · (Ik /S f ) + Pa · Ta1

where Dauke f , Dadke f are the amount of data transmission between edge and fog
device in uplink and downlink, respectively, and De f is the distance between the edge
and fog device.
Power consumption in scenario 3
If a set of code C f og execute inside the fog device and another set of code Ccloud
execute inside the cloud server, the power consumption is given by,


Ppar t Scenario5 = Ck ∈C f og Pcase2_comk + Ck ∈Ccloud Pcase3_comk

+ Ck ∈C f og Pcase2_ pr ok

(39)
+ Ck ∈Ccloud Pcase3_ pr ok


+ Ck ∈C f og Pcase2_cmpk + Ck ∈Ccloud Pcase3_cmpk + Pa · Ta2
If the number of requests arrived for offloading in scenarios 1, 2 and 3 are rs1 , rs2 and
rs3 , respectively, the power consumption is given as,
Po f f load_ par tapp =

rs1
rs2
rs3
· Ppar t Scenario1 +
· Ppar t Scenario2 +
· Ppar t Scenario3
rs
rs
rs

(40)
where rs is the total number of requests given by (rs1 + rs2 + rs3 ).
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4.4 Theoretical analysis
4.4.1 Delay
In this section we compare the delay in offloading an application using proposed
C2OF2N and existing approach E2COM [9]. In E2COM [9] a mobile device D1, is
registered under an access point offloads an application to another device D2 registered
under another access point. Here, D2 is the edge device. If the device D2 is unable,
cloud server executes the application. If a mobile device offloads a code Ck to another
device using E2COM [9], the total delay for communication in uplink and downlink
is given by,
L exis_comk = (Daukma /Du ) + (Daukaa /Du ) + (Daukae /Du )
(Dadkea /Dd ) + (Dadkaa /Dd ) + (Dadkam /Dd )

(41)

where Daukma , Dadkam are the amount of data transmission between mobile device
and access point in uplink and downlink, respectively, Daukaa , Dadkaa are the
amount of data transmission between two access points in uplink and downlink,
respectively,Daukae , Dadkea are the amount of data transmission between access point
and edge device, respectively.
The delay for propagation while offloading a code Ck to the edge device using
E2COM [9] is given by,
L exis_ pr ok = (Dma /S pr o ) + (Daa /S pr o ) + (Dae /S pr o )

(42)

whereDma is the distance between the mobile device and access point, Daa is the
distance between two access points, and Dae is the distance between the access point
and edge device.
The delay for executing a code Ck inside the edge device is given by,
L exis_cmpk = Ik /Se

(43)

The total delay in offloading an application to an edge device using E2COM [9] is
given by,
L exis =


Ck

L exis_comk +


Ck

L exis_ pr ok +



L exis_cmpk

(44)

Ck

In case of offloading to edge device in C2OF2N, the data transmission takes place
between the mobile device and edge device. As both are registered under the same
femtolet, directly the mobile and edge devices communicate with each other. But in
E2COM [9] the data transmission takes place between mobile device and edge device
via two access points because they are registered under two different access points.
As a result the amount data transmission is less in C2OF2N if offloading occurs to
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edge device. As the communication delay is directly proportional to the amount of
data transmission, the communication delay is reduced in C2OF2N, which implies,


L exis_comk >
L case1_comk .
Ck

Ck

Now as the mobile and edge devices communicate via two access points in E2COM
[9], the propagation delay also increases than that of C2OF2N, where mobile and edge
devices both register under the same femtolet and communicate directly. This implies,

Ck

L exis_ pr ok >



L case1_ pr ok .

Ck

The execution delay is same because in C2OF2N and E2COM [9] both, the edge
device executes the code. As communication and propagation delays are higher in
E2COM [9] than C2OF2N, the total delay is reduced in case of offloading to edge
device. In E2COM [9] if the edge device is unable, cloud server executes the code.
But in C2OF2N the femtolet executes the code if edge device is unable. The communication and propagation delays between the mobile device and femtolet are much
less than that of the mobile device and the cloud server. The femtolet has computation
ability. Therefore, the delay in offloading a code to the femtolet is much less than the
cloud server. As an application program is a set of codes, the delay in offloading an
application is reduced, while femtolet is used instead of cloud server. Therefore, we
conclude that the delay in offloading an application using C2OF2N is less than that of
using E2COM [9]. In case of partial offloading in C2OF2N, if some codes are locally
executed and rest of the codes are executed inside the femtolet, then the communication delay as well as propagation delay is reduced than offloading all the codes to
the cloud server; accordingly the total delay decreases. If some codes are executed
inside the edge device and rest of the codes are executed inside the femtolet, then
also the communication delay as well as propagation delay is reduced than offloading
all the codes to the cloud server; accordingly the total delay decreases. Hence, we
can conclude that C2OF2N reduces the delay in offloading an application fully or
partially.
Figure 6 shows the delays in three scenarios of application offloading using
C2OF2N calculated using Eqs. (13), (14) and (15), respectively, with respect to the
number of requests.
Figure 7 shows the delay in application offloading using our C2OF2N with respect
to the total number of requests arrived. The result is compared to the delays in case of
the existing multi-cloudlet-based offloading approaches [6–8] and cooperative offloading scheme E2COM [9]. Figure 7 shows that using C2OF2N the delay can be reduced
by approximately 30, 22, 12 and 6% than the existing schemes [6–9], respectively.
Offloading to edge device registered under the same femtolet reduces communication and propagation latencies than offloading to edge device under different access
points [9] and offloading to cloudlets [6–8]; as a result the total delay is reduced in
C2OF2N.
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Fig. 6 Delay in three cases of C2OF2N

Fig. 7 Delay in C2OF2N and existing offloading schemes [6–9]

4.4.2 Power consumption
If a mobile device offloads a code Ck to another device using E2COM [9], the total
power consumption during communication in uplink and downlink is given by,
Pexis_comk = Pts · (Daukma /Du ) + Pts · (Daukaa /Du ) + Pts · (Daukae /Du )
(45)
Ptr · (Dadkea /Dd ) + Ptr · (Dadkaa /Dd ) + Ptr · (Dadkam /Dd )
where Daukma , Dadkam are the amount of data transmission between mobile device
and access point in uplink and downlink, respectively, Daukaa , Dadkaa are the amount
of data transmission between two access points in uplink and downlink, respec-
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tively, Daukae , Dadkea are the amount of data transmission between access point and
edge device, respectively.
The power consumption during propagation while offloading a code Ck to the edge
device using E2COM [9] is given by,
Pexis_ pr ok = Pmi · [(Dma /S pr o ) + (Daa /S pr o ) + (Dae /S pr o )]

(46)

where Dma is the distance between the mobile device and access point, Daa is the
distance between two access points, and Dae is the distance between the access point
and edge device. The power consumption while executing a code Ck inside the edge
device is given by,
Pexis_cmpk = Pmi · (Ik /Se )

(47)

The total power consumption while offloading an application to an edge device using
E2COM [9] is given by,
Pexis =



Pexis_comk +

Ck



Pexis_ pr ok +

Ck



Pexis_cmpk

(48)

Ck

In C2OF2N, the data transmission takes place between the mobile device and edge
device while offloading an application. As the mobile and edge devices both register
under the same femtolet, they communicate directly with each other. But in E2COM
[9] the mobile and edge devices register under two different access points. Hence, the
data transmission takes place between mobile device and edge devices via two access
points. As a result the amount data transmission is less in C2OF2N than E2COM [9].
Therefore, the communication power is also less in C2OF2N than E2COM [9], which
implies,


Pexis_comk >

Ck



Pcase1_comk .

Ck

As the mobile and edge devices communicate via two access points in E2COM [9],
the power consumption during propagation also increases than that of C2OF2N. This
implies,

Ck

Pexis_ pr ok >



Pcase1_ pr ok .

Ck

The power consumption during execution is same in C2OF2N and E2COM [9]
because in both cases the edge device executes the code. As power consumption
during communication and propagation is higher in E2COM [9] than C2OF2N, the
total power consumption is reduced in case of offloading to edge device.
In E2COM [9] if the edge device is unable, cloud server executes the code. But in
C2OF2N if edge device is unable, the femtolet executes the code. The power consumption during communication and propagation between the mobile device and femtolet
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Fig. 8 Power consumption in three cases of C2OF2N

is much less than that of the mobile device and cloud server. The femtolet has computation ability. Thus, the power consumption in offloading a code to the femtolet is
much less than the cloud server. As an application program is a set of codes, the power
consumption in offloading an application is reduced, while femtolet is used instead
of cloud server. Therefore, we conclude that the power consumption in offloading an
application using C2OF2N is less than that of using E2COM [9]. In case of partial
offloading in C2OF2N, if some codes are locally executed and rest of the codes are
executed inside the femtolet, then the power involved during communication and propagation is reduced than offloading all the codes to the cloud server; accordingly, the
total power consumption decreases. If some codes are executed inside the edge device
and rest of the codes are executed inside the femtolet, then also the power involved in
communication and propagation is reduced than offloading all the codes to the cloud
server; accordingly, the total power consumption reduces. Hence, we can conclude
that C2OF2N reduces the power consumption in offloading an application fully or
partially.
Figure 8 shows the power consumptions in three scenarios of application offloading
using C2OF2N calculated using Eqs. (33), (34) and (35), respectively, with respect to
the number of requests.
Figure 9 shows the power consumptions in application offloading while using our
C2OF2N with respect to the total number of requests arrived. The result is compared
to the power consumptions in case of the existing multi-cloudlet-based offloading
approaches [6–8] and cooperative offloading scheme E2COM [9].
Figure 9 shows that using C2OF2N the power consumptions are reduced by approximately 29, 21, 12 and 6% than the existing schemes [6–9], respectively. Offloading to
edge device registered under the same femtolet reduces power consumptions during
communication and propagation than offloading to edge device under different access
points [9] and offloading to cloudlets [6–8]; as a result the total power consumption
is reduced in C2OF2N.
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Fig. 9 Power consumption in C2OF2N and existing offloading schemes [6–9]

5 Performance evaluation
In this section first we have simulated C2OF2N in network simulator Qualnet version 7
where code offloading from mobile device to edge device and fog device is considered.
Then, we have emulated code offloading from mobile device to edge device in the
laboratory of West Bengal University of Technology (WBUT).
5.1 Simulation setup
The parameters used in simulation set up are given in Table 3.
The simulation scenario is presented in Fig. 10. In the figure nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4
are the mobile devices registered under node 5 femtolet. Here, nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are
edge devices which form a cooperative network. Node 5 femtolet is the fog device.
The fog device is connected with the cloud server denoted by node 6.
5.2 Simulation results
In this section throughput, carried load, average delay, average jitter and energy consumption of C2OF2N are determined.
5.2.1 Unicast received throughput
Figure 11 shows the average unicast received throughput in case of C2OF2N with
respect to the amount of data transmission in the network. We have observed the unicast received throughput in three cases of application offloading using C2OF2N and
calculated their average value. The average unicast received throughput is presented
in Fig. 11. Figure 11 shows that the average unicast received throughput of C2OF2N
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Table 3 Parameter values used in simulation
Layer
Physical layer

Parameter

Value

Radio type

802.11b

Packet reception model

PHY 802.11b

Antenna model

Omni directional

Temperature

290.0 K

Noise factor

10.0

MAC layer

Used protocol in MAC layer

802.11

Network layer

Used protocol in Network layer

IPV4

Protocol for routing

Bellman Ford

Transport layer

Buffer size

16384 bytes

Battery model

Battery model

Linear model

Full capacity of battery

1200 mA h

Scenario properties

Time of simulation

300 s

CBR properties

Size of item

512 bytes, 1024 bytes, 2048 bytes

Number of items sent

100

is approximately 20,000–1,60,000 bits/s, respectively, for 50–250 KB of data transmission in the network.
5.2.2 Carried load
Figure 12 shows the carried load in case of C2OF2N with respect to the amount of
data transmission in the network. We have observed the carried load in three cases of
application offloading using C2OF2N and calculated their average value. The average
carried load is presented in Fig. 12. Figure 12 shows that the average of C2OF2N is
approximately 2000–8000 bits/s, respectively, for 50–250 KB of data transmission in
the network.
In theoretical analysis we have already discussed that using proposed C2OF2N the
power consumption and delay are reduced than the cloudlet-based approaches [6–8].
In this section we compare the delay, jitter and energy consumption in our C2OF2N
with existing cooperative offloading scheme E2COM [9].
5.2.3 Average delay
The average delays in three different cases of application offloading in C2OF2N are
observed, and their average value is calculated. Figure 13 shows the average delay
in case of C2OF2N and E2COM [9] with respect to the amount of data transmission
in the network. Figure 13 shows that the average delay of C2OF2N and E2COM
[9] is approximately 0.01–0.06 and 0.02–0.07 s, respectively, for 50–250 KB of data
transmission in the network. Hence, our C2OF2N reduces the average delay up to
12% approximately than E2COM [9].
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Fig. 10 Simulation scenario of C2OF2N. a Created simulation scenario before start up of experiment, b
simulation scenario during progress of experiment

Fig. 11 Average unicast received throughput (bits/s) of C2OF2N
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Fig. 12 Average carried load (bits/s) of C2OF2N

Fig. 13 Comparison of average delay (s) between C2OF2N and E2COM [9]

5.2.4 Average jitter
The average jitters in three different cases of application offloading in C2OF2N are
observed, and their average value is calculated. Figure 14 shows the average jitter in
case of C2OF2N and E2COM [9] with respect to the amount of data transmission
in the network. Figure 14 shows that the average jitter of C2OF2N and E2COM
[9] is approximately 0.01–0.06 and 0.01–0.07 s, respectively, for 50–250 KB of data
transmission in the network. Hence, our C2OF2N reduces the average jitter up to 18%
approximately than E2COM [9].
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Fig. 14 Comparison of average jitter (s) between C2OF2N and E2COM [9]

5.2.5 Energy consumption
The energy consumption in transmit, receive and idle modes are summed up to determine the total energy consumption. The total energy consumptions in three different
cases of application offloading in C2OF2N are observed, and their average value is
calculated. Figure 15 shows the energy consumption in case of C2OF2N and E2COM
[9] with respect to the amount of data transmission in the network. Figure 15 shows that
the energy consumption in C2OF2N and E2COM [9] is approximately < 2.5 mW h and
≤ 3 mW h, respectively, for 50–250 KB of data transmission in the network. Hence,
our C2OF2N reduces the energy consumption by approximately 15% than E2COM
[9].

5.3 Experimental analysis of code offloading to edge device
The proposed strategy is experimentally implemented in the MCC laboratory of
WBUT. The configurations of the mobile devices used in our experiment along with
their executable application types are given in Table 4.
The mobile devices are connected to the wireless local area network (WLAN) which
is controlled by CISCO WLC 2504. A femtolet can serve at most 32 users. We have
considered three types of applications, and network speed is 1 Gbps. M1, M2 and M3
register under a femtolet and collaborate their resources. These three mobile devices
form a group {M1 , M2 , M3 }. As we observe from Table 4, M1 , M2 and M3 executes matrix operation-related applications, recursive function-related applications
and sorting- and searching-related applications, respectively. When M1 has to offload
a code of recursive function-related applications, it will form cooperation with M2 .
When M1 has to offload a code of sorting- and searching-related applications, it will
form cooperation with M3 . When M2 has to offload a code of matrix operation-related
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Fig. 15 Comparison of energy consumption (mW h) between C2OF2N and E2COM [9]

Table 4 Configurations of mobile devices used in experiment
Mobile device

RAM (GB)

Storage/HDD (GB)

Processor

Executable application

M1 :Asus ZenFone
Max

2

16

Intel Atom Z2560
1.6 GHz

Matrix operationrelated
applications

M2 :Samsung
smart phone
Galaxy J2

2

8

1.3 GHz
quad-core
Exynos 3475

Recursive
function-related
applications

M3 :Lenevo laptop

2

320

Intel(R)
Pentium(R)
CPU B940 @
2.00 GHz

Sorting- and
searchingrelated
applications

applications, it will form cooperation with M1 . When M2 has to offload a code of
sorting- and searching-related applications, it will form cooperation with M3 . When
M3 has to offload a code of matrix operation-related applications, it will form cooperation with M1 . When M3 has to offload a code of recursive function-related applications,
it will form cooperation with M2 .
Table 5 shows the time and power consumptions in offloading different codes of
different applications using our proposed approach. The total time consumption is
calculated as the time of receiving result minus the time of sending request to the edge
device. The computational time of each task is shown in Table 5. The power is calculated as: (the power consumption by the requesting device per time unit in idle mode *
computational time) + (the power consumption by the requesting device per time unit
for sending data* time of sending code to the edge device) + (the power consumption
by the requesting device per time unit for receiving data* time of receiving result from
the edge device).
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M1

Insertion sort

Sorting- and
searchingrelated
applications

M2

M3

Matrix addition of
order 30 × 40

Linear search

2.232

M2

Matrix
determinant for
matrix of order
10 × 10

Matrix operationrelated
applications

2.892

M3

M3

M1

28.513

30.615

2.74

1.756

Factorial of 10

M2

M1

Computational
time (s)

Tower of Hanoi
for number of
disk=3

Edge device

Recursive
function-related
applications

Mobile device

Requesting code

Requesting application

Table 5 Time and power consumption in code offloading using C2OF2N

28.67

30.75

2.747

2.252

2.899

1.762

Total time (s)

3.44

3.69

0.33

0.27

0.35

0.21

Total power (W)

M3 executes sortingand
searching-related
codes. Thus, the
requested codes are
offloaded to M3
based on
cooperation

M1 executes matrix
operation-related
codes. Thus, the
requested codes are
offloaded to M1
based on
cooperation

M2 executes recursive
function-related
codes. Thus, the
requested codes are
offloaded to M2
based on
cooperation

Remarks
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M1 and M3 have to offload codes of Tower of Hanoi and factorial calculation,
respectively. Both of these codes contain recursive functions. Hence, these codes are
offloaded inside M2 which is for executing recursive function-related applications.
There exists cooperation between M1 and M2 , and between M3 and M2 .
M2 and M3 have to offload codes of calculating matrix determinant and matrix
addition, respectively. Both of these codes contain matrix-related operations. Hence,
these codes are offloaded inside M1 which is for executing matrix operation-related
applications. There exists cooperation between M2 and M1 , and between M3 and M1 .
M1 and M2 have to offload codes of insertion sort and linear search, respectively.
Both of these codes contain sorting- and searching operations. Hence, these codes are
offloaded inside M3 which is for executing sorting- and searching-related applications.
There exists cooperation between M1 and M3 , and between M2 and M3 .
In C2OF2N offloading occurs from a mobile device to another mobile device (edge
device); the communication time and communication power consumptions are much
less. As a result the time and power consumptions are reduced. By reducing the time
and power consumptions faster and power-efficient service can be provided.
5.4 Contribution of C2OF2N with respect to existing schemes
The novelty and contributions of C2OF2N with respect to the existing offloading
strategies are presented in Table 6.
It is observed that the proposed approach is novel and reduces power and delay
than the existing strategies.

6 Conclusion and future work
We have proposed a cooperative code offloading strategy for femtolet-based fog network. Mobile devices register under a femtolet which is an indoor base station having
large internal storage and the ability of computation. The femtolet serves as a fog
device. The mobile devices connected with the same femtolet form a group where
each mobile device can offload a particular type of application. When a mobile device
in the group has to offload a code, it requests another mobile device from the group
based on the application type. The executing device is the edge device. If the edge
device is unable, then the code is executed inside the fog device femtolet. The power
and delay involved in our method are calculated and compared with the existing
offloading schemes. This is observed that the proposed scheme reduces the delay
in offloading by approximately 22 and 12% than the existing proxy server-based and
application-based code offloading strategies. We also observe that the proposed method
diminishes the power consumption in offloading by approximately 21 and 12% than
the existing proxy server-based and applicatio-based code offloading strategies. The
proposed scheme is experimentally emulated, and the time and power consumption
are determined. The proposed approach is simulated in Qualnet 7, and the average
delay, jitter, carried load, unicast received throughput and energy consumption are
determined. The simulation results illustrate that our strategy reduces average delay,
jitter and energy consumption by up to 12, 18 and 15%, respectively, than the existing
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Table 6 Comparison of proposed and existing offloading schemes
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Proposed C2OF2N is novel and reduces power consumption and delay than the existing schemes.

Remarks

21%

29%

12%

6%

6%

Reduction in
power than
[6–9]

12%

22%

30%

E2COM [9]

Reduction in delay
in proposed
scheme than
[6–9]

Application
aware
offloading in multicloudlet scenario [8]

Proxy
server-based
offloading in multicloudlet scenario [7]

Energy aware cloudlet
allocation in multicloudlet scenario [6]

Features

Table 6 continued

Not applicable
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Proposed
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cooperative offloading method. Therefore, the proposed approach is recommended for
low power and fast offloading in femtolet-based indoor mobile cloud network.
In our work the femtolet offloads the storage and sometimes computation. But
the femtolet may be damaged. Then, how the cooperative offloading will occur in
a seamless manner between the mobile devices is a challenging issue. It may also
happen that the femtolet is unable to provide service due to technical fault. In such
a case offloading to any nearby cloudlet or the remote cloud server in an energyefficient way is another future research challenge. The mobile devices are served
by the femtolet, and the femtolet is connected with the remote cloud server. Thus,
seamless cloud service provisioning with femtolet, nearby cloudlets and remote cloud
server in a power optimized way is a promising future research scope of this work. As
the proposed approach is based on femtolet, it is applicable for indoor region only. For
the outdoor region, outdoor base stations will be required to be incorporated, where
the offloading will occur either inside the cloudlet or the cloud server. Hence, the
extension of our approach over the outdoor environment is also a promising research
scope.
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